Missing elements

• Grievance mechanisms (cross-cutting)
• Benefit sharing vs. distribution
• Representation (broader than participation)
• Risks (financial, livelihoods)
• Capacity building (assessing capacity for planning, capacity for implementing, etc.).
• International framework for oversight (forest governance, REDD protocols, …)
• Corruption – cannot overlook this issue – but cannot expect to be solved by REDD.
More specific discussion points

- Need to have an ‘issue identificator’ box in the first phase (part of action and safeguards)
- Issues relating to policies and measures to be assessed in phase 1 (governance/land tenure)
- MRV – more holistic approach (to include social and environmental criteria)? Or better to keep separate from carbon MRV?
- **Distribution mechanisms** – most relevant in phase 2 (cannot be too prescriptive). Importance of reaching the individual level and being sensitive to future generations.